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Abstract Pose estimation for small unmanned aerial
vehicles has made large improvements in recent years,
leading to vehicles that use a suite of sensors to nav-
igate and explore various environments. In particular,
cameras have become popular due to their low weight
and power consumption, as well as the large amount
of data they capture. However, processing this data
to extract useful information has proved challenging,
as the pose estimation problem is inherently nonlin-
ear and, depending on the cameras’ field of view,
potentially ill-posed. Results from the field of multi-
camera egomotion estimation show that these issues
can be reduced or eliminated by using multiple cam-
eras positioned appropriately. In this work, we make
use of these insights to develop a multi-camera visual
pose estimator using ultra wide angle fisheye cameras,
leading to a system that has many advantages over tra-
ditional visual pose estimators. The system is tested
in a variety of configurations and flight scenarios on
an unprepared urban rooftop, including landings and
takeoffs. To our knowledge, this is the first time a
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visual pose estimator has been shown to be able to
continuously track the pose of a small aerial vehi-
cle throughout the landing and subsequent takeoff
maneuvers.
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1 Introduction

Small unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have become
popular robotic systems in recent years, both in
research and commercial domains, as they are making
inroads to replace manned vehicles in aerial mapping,
structural monitoring, and videography, to name just
a few of the envisioned applications. Many of these
tasks require some degree of autonomy, which can
only be achieved by having a reliable estimate of the
aircraft’s state through proprioceptive and environ-
mental sensing. Image sensors are competitive in this
regard because they are lightweight, consume little
power and capture a large amount of data. However,
making sense of 2D images to estimate aircraft veloc-
ity and/or pose in an unstructured, unknown environ-
ment is not straightforward and can be an ill-posed
problem.

The problem we aim to address in the present paper
is the estimation of a small UAV’s 6 degree of free-
dom (6 DOF) pose, that is, position and orientation,
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relative to its environment using onboard cameras.
As our ultimate goal is autonomous flight and take-
off/landing in outdoor urban environments, we have to
deal with a variety of challenges to visual pose esti-
mation. For example, flying close to the ground or
other objects increases their apparent velocity, which
can cause a loss of visual tracking. Viewing untex-
tured areas of the environment or operating in too low
or excessively bright lighting is also problematic. In
addition, small UAVs typically have limited computa-
tional capability, and we face a hard limit ceiling on
the amount of camera data that can be collected and
processed in a given time frame.

The solution we present here to address some of
the above challenges builds on the extremely success-
ful monocular parallel tracking and mapping (PTAM)
algorithm [25] and insights from the field of multi-
camera egomotion estimation. This enables the con-
struction of a highly flexible visual pose estimation
system from multiple cameras, hereby referred to as
Multi-Camera PTAM or MCPTAM, onboard a small
aerial vehicle. To supply extrinsic camera parameters
to the pose estimator, we develop a novel calibration
method that supports cameras with non-overlapping
fields of view (FOV). To our knowledge, this paper
is the first to demonstrate a multi-camera full pose
estimation and mapping system onboard a small UAV
where the positioning, number, type, and triggering
of cameras are all flexible. Moreover, we show how
this flexibility can be used to solve the pose estima-
tion problem in specific challenging scenarios, such as
landing and takeoff of a small UAV.

The main contributions of our work are as fol-
lows: the usage of multiple spherical camera models
in a visual SLAM solution, the extrinsic calibra-
tion of multiple non-overlapping cameras with better
performance than previous methods, the testing of
MCPTAM in several outdoor scenarios with different
camera configurations, and the release of MCPTAM’s
source code under the GPL license.

2 Related Work

Onboard visual pose estimation for small aircraft
falls into two major categories: odometry-based
approaches that use optical flow, and simultaneous
localization and mapping (SLAM). The former esti-
mates velocity and thus the integrated pose is subject

to drift, whereas the latter estimates the pose relative
to a static environment, and is thus locally drift-free.
Solving the visual SLAM problem onboard a vehicle
is a relatively new accomplishment, with one of the
first implementations that can operate without exter-
nal aids (e.g., markers) being the work of [2], which is
based on the MonoSLAM framework [8]. The field of
visual SLAM has changed dramatically with the intro-
duction of the PTAM algorithm [25], which separates
the computation of the global map and the current pose
into two separate threads, allowing them to run con-
currently at different rates. Since then, PTAM has been
used extensively on small UAVs due to its good per-
formance, with the first demonstration of autonomous
flight in [5]. In [45], PTAM is used as the basis for
building visually pleasing 3D maps during a UAV
flight, and in [46] it is integrated into a complete state
estimation system as a black-box pose sensor. In all
these applications of PTAM, the aircraft is equipped
with a single downward-facing camera, and it flies
high enough over well-textured areas so that pose esti-
mation does not suffer. No attempt is made at landing
or flying close to the ground, which would cause the
downward-looking camera serious problems. In fact,
to our knowledge there has been no descriptions in lit-
erature of a small UAV maintaining its pose estimate
throughout a landing and subsequent takeoff using
solely visual means.

In the last few years, visual SLAM has been the
basis of many experimental small UAVs, which are
often augmented by laser rangefinders and optical
flow computation to achieve complete state estimation
and behaviours like exploration and wall following
[15]. However, during the typical demonstration of
these vehicles, they are flying slowly and methodi-
cally to ensure that the visual pose estimation remains
good, since fast motions in poorly textured areas lead
to a loss of tracking. In essence, they are far from
being able to fly with the precision and aggression that
has been demonstrated with external motion capture
systems such as in [29].

One of the major problems with traditional visual
SLAM implementations (one camera or two in a
stereo pair, narrow field of view) is that they are trying
to solve an inherently nonlinear and potentially ill-
posed problem [30]. The problem is nonlinear because
explicit image point matches, found by various search
methods, need to be located in order to relate the pose
of any two images. The ill-posedness of the problem
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stems from the fact that small FOV cameras suffer
from the aperture problem, which is the inability to
discern different types of motion when looking at a
scene through a narrow FOV [30]. A variety of meth-
ods can be used to solve for a camera’s egomotion,
but they all involve finding the minimum of a cost
function. When dealing with a small FOV camera, the
surface of the cost function has a wide valley instead
of a well-defined minimum, making the system non-
observable. As the FOV of the camera approaches
a full omnidirectional sphere (i.e., 360◦), the cost
function develops an unambiguous minimum and the
system becomes fully observable [13].

Although the authors of [30] suggest that the
SLAM problem should be possible to solve robustly
with a linear formulation using a polydioptric omni-
directional camera, to our knowledge this has not
yet been achieved in a real system, and the problem
remains nonlinear. However, by increasing the FOV of
a camera to be closer to omnidirectional, the problem
becomes well-posed as the aperture problem disap-
pears. Catadioptric cameras and fisheye lenses are two
methods by which a large FOV image can be captured
with a single camera, and a thorough examination of
both is presented in [35]. In that work, the calibra-
tion of large FOV cameras is examined and the Taylor
camera model is introduced, which will be used in our
present work. Aerial vehicles have employed single
omnidirectional cameras for state estimation by track-
ing vanishing points [43] as well as the horizon [10].
Finally, monocular SLAM onboard a ground robot
was implemented using a conventional as well as an
omnidirectional camera in [34], and it was concluded
that the latter outperforms the former.

Another way of increasing the effective FOV of an
imaging system is to use multiple cameras together as
if they were one. One of the first works to do this was
[4], where the poses of individual cameras in a multi-
camera rig are estimated and then the results fused. In
[31], the Fisher information matrix is derived for the
problem of egomotion estimation in a multi-camera
rig, and is used to show that appropriate arrangement
of the cameras leads to the elimination of the aper-
ture problem. The simplest implementations of pose
estimation using multiple cameras together use frame-
to-frame computation (i.e., visual odometry) [23], but
this method is vulnerable to failure during critical
motions [7], which occur when the centers of all the
cameras in the multi-camera rig move in concentric

circles. In [22], two cameras compute visual odome-
try separately and the poses are fused to obtain a pose
estimate for the whole multi- camera rig in a global
frame. Scale is found by solving the hand-eye cali-
bration problem over a small window of recent pose
estimates, where the window is selected to avoid
critical motions.

There have been a few full SLAM implementations
using multiple cameras as opposed to odometry-only
approaches. The work of [21] uses eight cameras
affixed to a ground robot operating indoors, solving
the map optimization with the smoothing and mapping
(SAM) algorithm [9]. However, the pose of the robot,
which is also used to initialize the SAM solution,
is obtained by frame-to-frame pose estimation, mak-
ing the method unstable during critical motions. Two
back-to-back stereo cameras are used in [33] for pose
computation, where each camera has two extended
Kalman filters (EKFs), one for estimating the cam-
era’s pose and one for estimating the map. The overall
pose of the rig is solved by fusing the individual esti-
mates, which could be susceptible to critical motions
if the fusion happens at the wrong time. In addition,
there is the potential for a large amount of information
duplication in the individual map estimation EKFs.
The pose of the multi- camera rig is found directly in
[14] rather than through the fusion of separate cam-
era poses, but it is not clear how the map points are
generated and optimized.

The two works closest to our goals is the monocular
pose fusion work of [40] and the multi-camera bundle
adjustment work of [37]. In [40], multiple monocu-
lar camera poses are fused in a filtering framework,
and the authors highlight the possibility to use dif-
ferent camera types, asynchronous camera triggering,
and several independently moving cameras such as
in a robot swarm. However, as the map is estimated
using an EKF, there is a severe limit on the size of
the map that can be handled. In the context of our
application of autonomous flight for a single UAV,
we are not interested in fusing measurements from
independently moving cameras, and therefore a more
restrictive formulation would suffice. The work of
[37] shows how the bundle adjustment problem can be
formulated to optimize camera rays (instead of image
points) from multiple cameras and homogeneous map
point coordinates (instead of Cartesian coordinates) to
allow for points at infinity. However, this parameter-
ization increases the number of variables to estimate,
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negatively affecting the algorithm’s run time. Since
we are interested in flying in close proximity to the
environment, the ability to use points at infinity is not
crucial.

Although work on pose estimation from multi-
camera rigs has been ongoing for over ten years,
there have been very few applications to small UAV
state estimation (not including stereo approaches),
despite the clear advantages. In [24], multiple cameras
onboard a small vehicle are arranged to share an opti-
cal center, and the whole rig is treated as one spherical
camera. Clearly, this places very strong limitations on
the placement of the cameras. Two stereo camera pairs
are employed in [36] onboard a quadrotor, one as a
standard forward facing camera and one as a down-
ward facing camera for ground plane detection. Each
stereo camera pair makes a pose estimation, and the
results are fused with a Kalman filter. Strong assump-
tions are made about the planarity of the ground and
the different camera pairs have different processing
pipelines; thus, it is not a generic multi-camera system
of the kind we are interested in. Other such examples
can be found where multiple cameras are employed
but for specialized tasks, such as in [15] where one
forward looking stereo pair is used for SLAM while a
downward looking camera provides optical flow data
for velocity estimation.

Our previous work in [19] describes the initial
implementation of MCPTAM with limited testing
using an indoor airship. In the current work, we
present MCPTAM as a fully developed, mature track-
ing and mapping solution, comprehensively tested on
a quadrotor UAV, using a variety of camera con-
figurations, in an unstructured outdoor environment.
In addition, the novel extrinsic parameter calibration
solution is detailed here for the first time, and is sup-
ported by extensive experimentation and comparison
both to an alternative approach and ground truth. This
work culminated in the release of MCPTAM under the
GPL license, available at https://github.com/aharmat/
mcptam.

3 Multi-Camera Pose Estimation

In many respects, PTAM is an optimal visual pose
estimator. The bundle adjustment approach of PTAM
was compared to sequential filtering approaches such
as MonoSLAM in [42], and it was found that there

are very few special cases where filtering would
outperform bundle adjustment. In theory, bundle
adjustment is an optimal solution to the problem of
optimizing map variables. The standard bundle adjust-
ment algorithm solves a nonlinear least squares prob-
lem, which is defined as the minimum of a weighted
sum of squared errors (SSE) cost function:

x̂ = argmin
x

∑

i

eT
i �−1

i ei (1)

where x is a vector of parameters to optimize, ei is the
error vector of the ith measurement, and �−1

i is the
information matrix of that measurement. Nonlinear
least squares is a maximum likelihood estimator if the
measurement noise can be assumed Gaussian. Since
a maximum likelihood estimator attains the Cramer-
Rao bound, this means no other unbiased estimator
can achieve better performance [44].

In a real vision-based pose estimation system, the
assumption that the image measurements have Gaus-
sian noise is not true [44]. The actual error distribu-
tions have much longer tails than Gaussians, due to
both incorrect feature correspondences producing very
large errors, as well as features that get matched at
incorrect positions to themselves due to differences in
appearance when viewed from different poses. Since
least-squares solutions are highly sensitive to outliers,
the solution of Eq. 1 will not produce good results in
real systems. Robustification of the cost function is
needed to reduce the effects of outliers, which PTAM
accomplishes with the Tukey M-estimator.

What is left in the construction of an optimal visual
pose estimator is the implementation of a frontend
that initializes the bundle adjuster backend to values
close enough to the true values such that the latter
converges. Unfortunately, this has proved to be a very
challenging task. If image point matches are incor-
rectly made, large errors can be introduced into the
bundle adjuster, which must then depend on robustifi-
cation to remove them. As already mentioned, in the
case of narrow FOV cameras, the pose estimation also
suffers from the aperture problem, leading to incor-
rect camera poses being given to the bundle adjuster
and introducing further errors. Therefore, the frontend
needs to be constructed so that it makes high quality
feature matches and pose estimates to ease the burden
of the bundle adjustment backend.

Using multiple cameras to implement the frontend
can aid in achieving the goals of high quality feature
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matches and high quality pose estimates. By using
multiple cameras with large FOV, the aperture prob-
lem is eliminated, leading to more robust tracking.
However, even with a truly omnidirectional camera,
texture is still needed in the environment, otherwise
even the most basic formulation of ego motion, the
plenoptic motion constraint [30], would degenerate
as various gradients tend to zero. Therefore, from a
pragmatic point of view, by using multiple cameras
with a wide FOV, the probability of seeing well-
textured areas is increased, which is necessary for any
kind of vision-based estimation. Additionally, multi-
ple cameras can be used to improve feature matching
if their FOVs overlap, since map points that are not
matched in all the cameras can be discarded. What
remains are visual features that are robust to changes
in viewpoint, which improves matching in subsequent
frames.

Reducing the aperture problem by using a wide
effective FOV has direct benefits for the bundle adjust-
ment backend as well, since camera poses are opti-
mized by the backend in much the same way as they
are by the frontend, with obvious difference being that
the backend deals with many more poses. A concern
with using multiple cameras could be an increased
computational load on the bundle adjustment process,
but since the cameras are assumed rigidly fixed to one
another, the number of poses to be optimized remains
unchanged. There is the potential for more measure-
ments and map points to be generated, which would
certainly increase computational load, but this can be
mitigated by choosing to keep only higher quality
measurements compared to a narrow FOV system.

Our multi-camera pose estimator builds on PTAM,
and as already noted, was originally introduced in
[19] with the goal of bringing the advantages of
multiple cameras to a preexisting successful visual
pose estimation framework. MCPTAM allows any
number of cameras to be used, arranged in any con-
figuration (rigidly connected) and triggered in an
arbitrary sequence. By allowing such flexibility, one
can come up with a camera configuration that works
best in the mission environment, using the specific
type and number of sensors available. MCPTAM is
therefore a tool that allows us to move closer to cer-
tain optimality conditions that have been established
for visual pose estimation by increasing the quality
and robustness of tracking, and by extension, map
optimization.

4 MCPTAM

For completeness, the tracking and mapping steps of
PTAM are briefly described here. The original method is
described in [25] and improvements are added in [26].
After the brief description, the modifications and exten-
sions required for MCPTAM are discussed in detail.

The work of PTAM is separated into two threads
of execution: the tracker and the mapper. When a
new image is received by the tracker, the camera’s
estimated pose is updated based on a simple motion
model. A temporary keyframe is generated from the
image and its pose is set to the updated estimate.
Existing points from the map are projected into the
temporary keyframe, and matches are sought within
a given radius at different image scales. The point
matches are then used to calculate an updated pose
estimate by reducing the reprojection errors via non-
linear minimization, and the motion model is updated
based on the new pose estimate. Finally, if certain
conditions are met, the keyframe is added to the map.

The mapper has several duties to perform in a
priority sequence determined by whether there are
keyframes waiting to be added to the map. When a
new keyframe is received, all other tasks are halted
and the keyframe is processed. First, the mapper finds
point matches that the tracker did not have time to
find, after which new map points are created by trian-
gulating matching image features between the current
keyframe and its nearest neighbour. Next, the poses
of the new keyframe, its nearest neighbours, and the
positions of the points visible from them are optimized
through bundle adjustment. After this, the mapper
performs other tasks if it has time, such as bundle
adjustment of the whole map, and trying to redo mea-
surements that were considered failures after bundle
adjustment.

In order to accommodate multiple cameras within
the PTAM framework, MCPTAM has made several
major modifications to key data structures and pro-
cessing techniques in the following areas:

1 Camera model,
2 Keyframe structure,
3 Measurement Jacobian,
4 Pose updating,
5 New map point generation,
6 Graph construction for bundle adjustment,
7 Deleting unused points and keyframes.
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These are described in more detail in the following
sections.

4.1 Camera Model

The ATAN camera model [11] in PTAM has been
replaced by the omnidirectional Taylor model [35],
introduced in our previous work [19]. This allows the
use of cameras with very large FOVs as the Taylor
model is based on a spherical projection rather than
the traditional pinhole projection. A brief description
of the Taylor model is given here; more details can be
found in [35].

Given the standard optical reference frame with the
z-axis along the lens axis, the Taylor camera model
is a mapping of a 3D point onto the x,y-plane, fol-
lowed by an affine transformation to bring it into the
image plane. The former models the radial distortion
of the lens, and the latter models the effect of the mis-
alignment between the image sensor normal axis and
the lens axis. The mapping can be any generic func-
tion, but in [35] a polynomial is found to work well. In
particular, it is noted that there is no need to use a poly-
nomial of degree greater than 4, which we use in the
present work. Figure 1 visualizes the mapping func-
tion for three example points. Although in the figure
the view is along the positive y-axis, the formulation is
the same for any view axis in the x-, y-plane since the
mapping is rotationally symmetric about the z-axis.

The polynomial mapping function is given by

g(ρ) = a0 + a2ρ
2 + a3ρ

3 + a4ρ
4 (2)

where ρ is the radial distance of the projection on
the x-,y-plane plane and ai are calibration coeffi-
cients. Derivatives obtained from Eq. 2 will be used in
the image point measurement Jacobian, so a smooth
derivative at ρ = 0 is desired. Since the function is
rotationally symmetric, the derivative needs to be zero
at ρ = 0, which is accomplished by setting the coef-
ficient of the first order term to zero. To compute ρ

we introduce the angle θ between the point position
vector and the x,y-plane, i.e., the complementary polar
angle in spherical coordinates (Fig. 1)

tan(θ) = g(ρ)

ρ
(3)

Then, (2) can be rewritten as

ρ tan(θ) = a0 + a2ρ
2 + a3ρ

3 + a4ρ
4 (4)

Fig. 1 Mapping of three 3D points onto the x-, y-plane through
the function g, which is rotationally symmetric about the z-axis.
The angle θ is used to compute the radial distance ρ

Note that θ was defined as in Eq. 3 so that the sin-
gularity of the projection is at ρ = 0, which is more
convenient to handle than a singularity at g(ρ) = 0.

Given the angle θ , one can determine ρ by finding
the roots of Eq. 4. However, since during the operation
of MCPTAM this computation needs to be done often,
to save time we define the inverse polynomial:

ρ = h(θ) = b0 + b1θ + b2θ
2 + . . . + bnθ

n (5)

The coefficients bi are computed by solving (4) for a
range of θ values and then fitting a polynomial to the
resulting ρ values. The degree n of this polynomial
is determined by the acceptable error of the inverse
polynomial fit. With the value of ρ, the x-, y-plane
coordinates of a point are given by

u = ρ cos(φ)

v = ρ sin(φ)

and the image point u is given by an affine transfor-
mation of the x-, y-plane point as

u =
[

u′
v′

]
= A

[
u

v

]
+

[
cu

cv

]
(6)

where φ is the azimuth angle of the point position
vector in spherical coordinates, [cu cv]T is the image
center offset and A is a 2 × 2 matrix of calibration
parameters typically close to the identity matrix.

4.2 Keyframe Structure

In PTAM, keyframes (KFs) are composed of, among
other things, a pose, an image pyramid and the associ-
ated features detected in them, as well as measurement
structures for all the map points that the keyframe has
made measurements of. When using multiple cameras
attached to a rigid body as in MCPTAM, we need to
process and store images that arrived at the same time
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in one larger structure, called a multikeyframe (MKF).
Each multikeyframe contains a base pose and point-
ers to individual keyframe structures. These keyframes
are modified from the PTAM version, and have been
augmented by a relative pose between the base pose
and the keyframe pose, the name of the camera that was
processed by the keyframe, and a link to the parent
multikeyframe. Figure 2 shows the relationships of the
transforms between the keyframes and the new multi-
keyframe structure. Note that the world-to-keyframe
transform is computed from the world-to-multikeyfra-
me and multikeyframe-to-keyframe transform chain.

4.3 Measurement Jacobian

As described in [19], the measurement Jacobians relat-
ing image points to either their map point positions
or keyframe poses need to be calculated on the unit
sphere using spherical coordinates due to the use of
the Taylor camera model. For either poses or positions,
the Jacobian is composed as follows

∂u
∂p

= ∂u
∂s

∂s
∂r

∂r
∂p

(7)

where p is either a six-dimensional pose vector in min-
imal representation or a three-dimensional map point
position (both in a global frame), s = [θ φ]T is a
two-dimensional vector of spherical coordinate angles
centered on the camera, and r = [

rx ry rz
]T is a three-

dimensional map point position in the camera frame.
Pose is parameterized by the special Euclidean group

M

Fig. 2 Structure of a multikeyframe (MKF) showing trans-
forms between child keyframes (KF) and the world frame

with six degrees of freedom (SE(3)), whose minimal
representation is obtained by the logarithm operator.
Note that s omits the radial coordinate since the image
of a point will not change as it moves along the view
ray. In Eq. 7, the first two terms result from using the
Taylor camera model, whereas ∂r/∂p is common to
any type of camera.

Proceeding to define the three product terms in
Eq. 7, the component ∂u/∂s relates the motion of an
image point to the motion of a map point’s projection
on the unit sphere. It is derived from the Taylor camera
model, and is given as:

∂u
∂s

= A

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

∂u

∂θ

∂u

∂φ

∂v

∂θ

∂v

∂φ

⎤

⎥⎥⎦ (8)

where
∂u

∂θ
= cos(φ)

dρ

dθ

∂u

∂φ
= −ρ sin(φ)

∂v

∂θ
= sin(φ)

dρ

dθ

∂v

∂φ
= ρ cos(φ)

and dρ/dθ is derived from Eq. 4 as:

dρ

dθ
= ρ2 + g(ρ)2

−a0 + a2ρ2 + 2a3ρ3 + 3a4ρ4
(9)

The component ∂s/∂r relates the motion of a pro-
jection on the unit sphere to the motion of the map
point (in camera frame coordinates). It is derived sim-
ply from the equations relating Cartesian and spherical
coordinates, and is given by

∂s
∂r

=
[

∂θ

∂r
∂φ

∂r

]T

(10)

where

∂θ

∂r
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−rzrx

(r2
x + r2

y )3/2 + r2
z

√
r2
x + r2

y

−rzry

(r2
x + r2

y )3/2 + r2
z

√
r2
x + r2

y

√
r2
x + r2

y

r2
x + r2

y + r2
z

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

T

∂φ

∂r
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

ry

r2
x + r2

y
rx

r2
x + r2

y

0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦

T
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Finally, ∂r/∂p gives the incremental motion of a
map point in camera frame coordinates when either
the global reference pose of the camera or the global
position of the point (depending on the definition of p)
is changed. In single camera systems, the pose of the
camera used for projecting a map point is the same as
the reference pose, and ∂r/∂p is given by

∂r
∂p

= G
[

r
1

]
=

[
I [r]×
0 0

]
(11)

for the case of p representing camera pose, where G is
the 4 × 4 × 6 tensor of canonical generators of SE(3),
I is a 3 × 3 identity matrix, [r]× is the skew sym-
metric cross product matrix of r, and the last row of
zeros is dropped in subsequent calculations. For the
case of p representing map point position, ∂r/∂p is
given by

∂r
∂p

= R (12)

where R is the rotation matrix of the camera pose.
With multiple cameras sharing a common refer-

ence pose, the projection pose is that of the keyframe
but the reference pose is that of the multikeyframe.
Therefore, for the case of p representing pose we must
transform ∂r/∂p computed at the multikeyframe pose
according to Eq. 11 to the keyframe pose by applying
a rotation, as in [39]:

∂r
∂p

= ∂rKF

∂pKF

= RKF,MKF

∂rMKF

∂pMKF

(13)

where the subscripts KF and MKF have been added to
indicate either the pose being considered, or that the
position vector r is in the specified frame. The 3 × 3
matrix RKF,MKF rotates the keyframe into its parent mul-
tikeyframe. For the case of p representing map point
position, (12) remains unchanged since the keyframe
remains stationary.

4.4 Pose Updating

At the end of each tracking step, the overall pose of
the system is updated by minimizing the reprojection
error of all the correctly found map points. This is per-
formed as in PTAM, with the only differences being
that errors from multiple cameras are used, and the

Jacobian of the error of each map point projection is
defined using the result of Eq. 7:

e = f − u (14)
∂e
∂p

= −∂u
∂p

(15)

where e is the projection error, and f is the found loca-
tion of the point. The overall pose optimization can
then be written as:

T̂c = argmin
Tc

M∑

i=1

∑

j∈Si

F

( |eij |
σij

)
(16)

where Tc is the current pose, M is the number of cam-
eras used in the pose optimization, Si is the set of
successfully found map points in the ith image, eij is
the error of the j th point in the ith image, and σij is the
standard deviation of the error derived from the image
scale at which the point was found. The function F(...)

is a robust objective function that reduces the effect of
outliers by downweighting them. In both PTAM and
MCPTAM, the Tukey biweight is used for this, and the
minimization of Eq. 16 is performed using weighted
least squares.

4.5 Map Point Generation

When a new multikeyframe is passed to the map-
per by the tracker, several steps occur as soon as the
mapper is able to attend to the arrival, one of them
being the generation of new map points. This occurs
in much the same way as in PTAM, but with two
important differences. In PTAM, the nearest neighbor
of the new keyframe is found in the map, and new
map points are generated by matching features in the
two keyframes and then triangulating them. Although
there are heuristic checks in the tracker to prevent it
from adding new data to the map when its own pose
estimate is poor, it may be fooled into overestimat-
ing the quality of its pose estimate. In this case, the
mapper will not be able to correctly generate new map
points since the pose of the newly arrived keyframe
is incorrect. This can be used to detect that the new
keyframe is bad and exclude it from the map.

In MCPTAM, the mapper processes multiple
keyframes in a multikeyframe structure sequentially,
finding each keyframe’s nearest neighbor and triangu-
lating new map points. However, the closest keyframe
to the keyframe currently being processed might be
one of its siblings (i.e., from the same multikeyframe),
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and using only these sibling keyframes for triangula-
tion can result in map corruption. Since the relative
pose between the sibling keyframes is known from
calibration, they will always generate points that are
correctly positioned relative to themselves, but not
necessarily the rest of the map, if the pose estimate
of the multikeyframe itself is poor. Therefore, we
can no longer use the successful generation of map
points as a check that the new multikeyframe’s pose
was good, and thus the map may become corrupted
with incorrectly positioned multikeyframes and map
points.

To avoid this problem, we attempt to generate new
map points from only the high levels in the image
pyramid while excluding a keyframe’s siblings. If new
points are successfully generated, this means that the
multikeyframe’s pose relative to the map was good,
and we can continue by generating more points from
low pyramid level images as well as from a keyframe’s
siblings. Otherwise, the new multikeyframe is consid-
ered bad and will not be added to the map.

The second important change is the finding of
matching image patches along the epipolar line. In
PTAM, an array of candidate points from the tar-
get keyframe is looped over, skipping any that are
too far from the epipolar line segment being consid-
ered before being scored with a zero-mean summed
squared differences (ZMSSD) function. The best scor-
ing point then has a sub-pixel match attempted on it,
and if successful, a new map point is triangulated. Pre-
viously in [19], we implemented a similar strategy,
switching the epipolar line from Cartesian coordinates
to a great circle on the unit sphere to accommodate
the large FOV cameras. However, the lens distortion
of such cameras varies considerably across the image,
so that the ZMSSD method using the original image
patch often resulted in incorrect matches, especially
over repetitive texture areas such as grass.

Our present solution is to warp the source
keyframe’s patch, using the same methods that the
tracker uses, so that it corresponds to the possible
appearance of the patch at a potential match loca-
tion in the target keyframe. For this, we need to
hypothesize the 3D position of a given image point
in the target keyframe. First, the epipolar great circle
is partitioned into several equiangular segments. Each
partition point on the circle is backprojected to the
view ray from the source keyframe, which gives the
3D position of the map point that could have generated

the corresponding point on the epipolar circle (Fig. 3).
Then, PTAM’s patch warping function is applied to
the hypothetical map point to generate a new view
of the patch from the target keyframe’s pose. This
warped patch is then matched with the ZMSSD func-
tion as before. The best match will be the patch that
came from the 3D point closest to the actual point,
assuming that the planar assumption of the patch
holds. There are two advantages to this approach: it
can handle large lens distortions across an image, and
the tracker’s feature detector does not need to fire at
the same location in both source and target keyframes
in order for a new map point to be generated, similar
to [28].

4.6 Graph Construction

Monocular bundle adjustment, such as the one
employed by PTAM, can be thought of as a graph
optimization problem, where the vertices of the graph
represent camera poses and map point positions. A
maximum of one edge connects a camera pose and
a map point, and there are no edges between camera
poses or between map points (i.e., there are no loops).
The bundle adjustment equation (1) is typically solved
using the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm.

In MCPTAM, the graph structure must be modified
since it is possible for multiple keyframes to observe
a single map point simultaneously. Since keyframes
are fixed with respect to their movable parent mul-
tikeyframe, this is equivalent to saying that multiple
edges can connect a point vertex and a pose vertex in
the graph, forming a multigraph. In our previous work

Fig. 3 Backprojecting the epipolar circle’s partitions onto the
source keyframe’s view ray to produce the hypothetical 3D map
points used for patch warping
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[19], we showed that solving the multigraph mini-
mization using the LM algorithm simply entails the
addition of extra blocks into the system Jacobian. This
was performed with a modified version of the bundle
adjustment code that originated from PTAM, which
was a textbook implementation of the LM algorithm.

In the present implementation, we employ the gen-
eral graph optimizer g2o [27] because it is very fast
and allows the implementation of graphs with any kind
of connecting structure. To keep our solution flexi-
ble, we are no longer working with a multigraph but
rather with pose chains. A pose chain is simply a set
of poses (links), originating in the world frame, where
each pose is defined relative to the pose before it. The
measurement of a map point is represented by an edge
linking a point vertex and the final pose in the pose
chain (Fig. 4). For any non-fixed pose in the chain,
the measurement Jacobian of Eq. 7 must be evalu-
ated. For any pose other than the last link in the chain,
Eq. 13 must be used, and Fig. 4 shows the relevant
variables. These variables can be computed once for
each pose chain, rather than on a per-measurement
basis. Figure 5 shows the multikeyframe example of
Fig. 2 in pose chain format with the addition of some
observed map points.

The pose chain concept is similar to the relative
camera poses of [39] but with two differences: the
base link of each chain is the world coordinate frame,
and the chains are allowed to share links between one
another. The latter is a feature used for representing
every keyframe, since all the keyframes of a single
parent multikeyframe share that multikeyframe’s pose

Fig. 4 Example of a generic pose chain with two links observ-
ing a single map point. Variables with arrows are required to
compute the measurement Jacobians. The world frame is fixed
and equal to identity, and is not actually included in the g2o
graph

KF1 KF2

MKF

P1

P2 P3

P4

World
Adjustable

Fixed Fixed

Fig. 5 Pose chain representation of a multikeyframe with two
child keyframes. Bi-colored lines indicate the sharing of a link
(MKF) by multiple chains

(Fig. 5). It is also a crucial component in the camera
pose calibration method described in Section 5.

Note that the pose chain construct can represent
anything that a regular multigraph can in the context
of multiple cameras attached to a rigid body, because a
measurement relative to one link imposes constraints
on all the previous links in the chain (but not the fol-
lowing links). Therefore, in Fig. 5 the measurement
of P2 by KF1 imposes a constraint on MKF, and like-
wise the measurement of P2 by KF2 imposes another
constraint on MKF. This is exactly the same as say-
ing that there are two measurements linking P2 and
MKF. In g2o, measurements are represented by multi-
edges, which have the capacity to connect more than
two nodes in a graph. In this case, the nodes connected
by a measurement are all the poses that comprise a
pose chain, as well as the map point.

4.7 Deleting Points and Keyframes

In PTAM, points are never deleted but rather moved
to a “trash bin” where they remain until the pro-
gram exits. In addition, keyframes are never deleted,
although they can have all of their measurements
structures deleted which renders them useless but still
present in memory. The reason for this is that points
and keyframes are accessed in parallel by both the
tracker and the mapper, and the mapper has no indi-
cation of when the tracker is using either one, making
their deletion unsafe.

It would be desirable to be able to truly delete both
map points and keyframes in order to save on memory
usage, especially as the size of the map grows. The
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obvious solution of using a mutual exclusion lock
(mutex) to safeguard the entire map while the tracker
is accessing it introduces a bottleneck between the par-
allel tracker and mapper threads of execution. A mutex
for every point is more sensible, but would require
a decision about who will unlock the mutex, since
during the execution of the tracker a map point can
be referenced by several internal helper structures. In
addition, the time overhead of locking and unlocking
so many mutexes has to be considered.

Our solution involves using an intrusive pointer that
increments an atomic counter (i.e., an integer whose
value changes in an uninterruptible manner, as seen
by the rest of the system) inside each map point when
it is acquired, and decrements the counter when it
is released. At the beginning of the tracking call, a
whole-map mutex is locked in order to set up the
tracker’s helper structures, and is then unlocked imme-
diately after. However, the helper structures have, by
acquiring the map points, incremented their internal
counters which will prevent their deletion by the map-
per. The helper structures can now be copied and
deleted freely, each time incrementing or decrement-
ing the counter, until the last structure is deleted and
the map point itself becomes eligible for deletion.
This approach solves the problem of deciding who
will unlock the mutex, as well as reducing the time
overhead since atomic counters are much faster than
mutexes [16].

In order to determine whether a multikeyframe can
be deleted, we employ an identical atomic counter in-
side each multikeyframe. We extend the intrusive poin-
ter method to increment not only the map point’s coun-
ter, but also the counter of the multikeyframe that owns
the keyframe that generated the map point through
triangulation. If this counter is at zero, the multikey-
frame can be deleted without parallel access issues.

4.8 Asynchronous Triggering and Heterogeneous
Cameras

The design of MCPTAM automatically lends itself
to using any number and types of cameras arranged
in an arbitrary manner, with the only proviso of a
rigid connection between them. Unlike what is done
in many other visual systems, the camera images are
not dewarped before being processed by the SLAM
algorithm. Rather, all camera projection functions are
executed inside the MCPTAM code on an as-needed

basis, saving computational cost. This allows the use
of any kind of lens, including extreme wide angle fish-
eye lens, which do not dewarp in a meaningful way.

The multikeyframe structure and the bundle adjust-
ment code are agnostic to the number of cameras
being processed at once. All that is needed is the
relative transforms between the multikeyframe base
and the keyframes. The stereo effect between cameras
can be used in the generation of new map points if
desired, as an additional way of creating map points.
Finally, since a multikeyframe can hold any number of
keyframes at different times, cameras do not need to
be triggered synchronously.

The above two factors, the camera projection func-
tion and the multikeyframe structure, allow for an
arbitrary number and kind of cameras, arranged freely
on a rigid body, and triggered in any desired sequence.
If a true scale map is desired, then there need to be
at least two cameras with overlapping views triggered
synchronously to initialize the map to a correct scale.

Asynchronous triggering can be beneficial for
speeding up tracking by reducing the amount of data
being sent over the camera bus after triggering. This
will increase the tracker’s frame rate, and possibly
increase the quality of tracking if the cameras’ signal-
to-noise ratio is not at the limit for a given scene [18].
Heterogeneous cameras might be required in the case
where identical cameras are not available, or if they
are available but we wish to run them at different
resolutions in order to increase frame rate and poten-
tially tracking quality. MCPTAM makes all of these
scenarios possible.

5 Camera Pose Calibration

There are two common approaches in literature for
calibrating (without an external motion capture system
or specially designed calibration room) the relative
poses of cameras with limited or non-overlapping
fields of view: pose-only approaches and mapping-
based approaches. In the first approach, a series of
poses are obtained for each camera as the multi-
camera rig moves through a scene, which are then
used to calculate the relative transforms between
all the cameras by solving the hand-eye calibration
problem [20]. The poses can be expressed in the same
or different world frames, and can be obtained in a
variety of ways, such as structure from motion [12].
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In this approach, the final calculated relative trans-
forms cannot be used to recalculate the original pose
estimates, which might have had errors.

In the mapping-based approach of [6], camera
poses are calculated as the multi-camera rig browses
a scene using monocular visual SLAM methods. Each
camera generates its own map, and therefore, the
poses are calculated in separate world frames. Instead
of using these poses directly to calculate the relative
inter-camera transforms, the reprojection error of all
the map points is minimized (bundle adjustment) after
data collection while constraining the relative inter-
camera transforms to be identical between the sets of
collected poses. This makes use of all the data col-
lected by the cameras and refines not only the relative
transforms but all the camera poses in the map. The
advantage of this approach over pose-only approaches
is that errors in the original pose estimates can be
reduced together with the relative pose estimates, lead-
ing to a lower error overall. One drawback of the
approach in [6] is that the scale of translation between
cameras cannot be estimated, since the poses are all
obtained from a monocular vision system without a
fixed world scale.

We propose a calibration method based on [6] but
departing from it in one significant aspect: all the cam-
eras are tracked in the same map, with each camera’s
pose being initialized using the same calibration tar-
get. This has two effects: the scale of the map, and thus
the inter-camera translation, can be fixed, and there is
no need to do a costly and potentially error-prone fea-
ture matching and map alignment step before global
minimization. We also demonstrate how to constrain
the relative inter-camera transforms to be identical
using the pose chain method described in Section 4.6.
Note that for pose calibration, all the cameras need
to be triggered synchronously, which is common to
all multi-camera calibration methods. The sequence of
steps followed by the user is given below, followed by
the details of the key concepts of the method.

1 Point the first camera at the calibration target, from
which pose is extracted. Map building starts with
the calibration target points fixed in the world.
(Figure 6a)

2 Move the rig around, building a map with the first
camera (Fig. 6b)

3 Point the second camera at the calibration target,
from which pose is extracted. Map points generated

by the first camera are now found in the second
camera. (Figure 6c)

4 Move the rig around more, building up the map
and initializing any additional cameras in the same
manner as the second camera.

5 Once a sufficiently large map is built with good
coverage from all the cameras, optimize the rela-
tive poses between cameras.

5.1 Initialization

Each camera is pointed at a known calibration target
from which it is possible to extract pose information.
Any suitable target can be used, but we use a planar
checkerboard pattern since it is available from intrin-
sic camera calibration. Note that the target does not
have to be visible in all the cameras at once. Each cam-
era gets its own tracker, which performs the described
initialization and subsequent tracking steps, but there
is only one mapper since we are maintaining one map
for all the cameras.

5.2 Keyframe Generation

Once the first camera’s pose is initialized, it starts
tracking and mapping with a single keyframe per
multikeyframe. As subsequent cameras are initialized,
each multikeyframe contains several keyframes cor-
responding to the cameras initialized thus far. Each
camera is considered to be exploring the scene inde-
pendently, but when any camera’s tracker deems it
necessary to add new data to the map, images from all
the cameras at that time are used in the generation of
the new multikeyframe.

5.3 Scene Browsing

Unlike in MCPTAM where online map optimization is
carried out by keeping the keyframe-to-multikeyframe
transform fixed, during calibration all keyframe-to-
multikeyframe transforms are allowed to vary inde-
pendently. Therefore, the use of the multikeyframe
format is strictly to preserve synchronicity between
the camera images. To eliminate unnecessary degrees
of freedom from the pose graph but without los-
ing generality, the first camera’s pose relative to its
multikeyframe is fixed at identity. The map points
corresponding to the calibration target are held fixed
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Fig. 6 Sequence of
calibration steps. The top
row shows the current state
of the multi-camera rig in
the world, whereas the
bottom row shows the
accumulated map. Fixed
points from the calibration
target are depicted with red
circles, regular (adjustable)
map points are depicted
with green circles, and
candidates for future map
points are depicted with
green triangles
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during optimization and are never allowed to be con-
sidered as outliers.

5.4 Relative Pose Initialization

Once sufficient data has been collected (user’s discre-
tion), the scene browsing step is stopped and initial
estimates are calculated for the relative poses. This
is accomplished by obtaining the average of the rel-
ative poses extracted from all the multikeyframes in
the map. The average of several rotations is computed
using the Riemannian metric method of [38].

5.5 Final Bundle Adjustment

All the map points and multikeyframes are used to
generate a graph using one pose chain per multi-
keyframe. To keep the relative inter-camera transforms
identical between all multikeyframes, all the pose
chains share the links that define inter-camera trans-
forms. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 7, which
shows a two-camera system with two multikeyframes.
As mentioned in Section 5.3, the first camera’s pose is
equal to that of the multikeyframe, so there is no MKF
vertex shown in Fig. 7.

5.6 Applicability

The calibration method described here can be used to
compute the extrinsic parameters of a multi-camera
rig with any configuration of cameras, provided they
are rigidly attached and triggered together. With some
camera configurations, it might be difficult to achieve
good tracking and map building with all the cameras

at all times, since one of the cameras might be under-
going rotation without enough translation to initialize
new map points, or it might be blocked by the user
as the rig is manipulated. In these cases, it is advis-
able to build a complete map of the environment using
only the first camera, and initialize the other cam-
eras with the calibration target afterwards. This way,
the other cameras only need to make measurements
of the already-mapped environment rather than gen-
erating any map points and hence, difficult motions
and visual obstructions can simply be handled by the
relocalization capability of MCPTAM.

6 Calibration Experiments and Evaluation

To test our proposed calibration method against the
commonly used pose-only method, we equip our

KF1
KF2

World KF1

Fig. 7 Two pose chains sharing a link. The dashed outlines
indicate membership in two different multikeyframes. Since
there is only one KF2 node, we are estimating only a single
relative pose between KF1 and KF2
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Fig. 8 Mounting locations
of the cameras for the
calibration experiments.
The optical axes are shown
with large arrows. For
clarity, two views of the
same configuration are
shown

aircraft with several cameras and calibrate their rel-
ative poses using both approaches. After calibration,
several flights are performed indoors to evaluate the
trajectory generated by MCPTAM, with a motion
capture system providing ground truth. The aircraft
used for these experiments is the Draganfly Innova-
tions Draganflyer X8, an eight-rotor helicopter with
coaxial rotors at the end of each of four arms. It is
equipped with an Ascending Technologies Atom com-
puter board running at 1.6 GHz with 1 GB of RAM,
which controls several IDS Imaging uEye cameras via
USB. Communication between the different compo-
nents of the system is achieved with the Robot Operat-
ing System (ROS) [32]. The cameras can be triggered
in two ways: through a software call to the camera
driver, or through a hardware signal connected to a
trigger input pin. To achieve synchronous triggering, a
master camera receives a ROS trigger message, upon
which it sends the electric trigger signal to all cameras
in the system, including itself. Due to the limits of the
USB bus, the maximum frame rate of cameras trig-
gered synchronously is significantly lower than that
of a single camera [1]. For all the experiments in this
paper, we run the cameras at their maximum possible
frame rates, which in turn is determined by the num-
ber of cameras in the system, their trigger groupings,
and their image resolutions. For all calibration experi-
ments, the cameras run at a full resolution of 752×480
pixels at a rate of 7 frames per second (FPS).

6.1 Calibration Experiments

The X8 helicopter was equipped with four cameras,
all facing in different directions. Two of the cameras
(#1 and #2) have 185◦ horizontal FOV fisheye lenses,
and two (#3 and #4) have 148◦ horizontal FOV fish-
eye lenses. To ensure that the rigid constraint between
cameras is satisfied, all cameras are attached to a
carbon fiber bar as shown in Fig. 8.

The approach of [12] was implemented for compar-
ison, representing the pose-only method. It is provided
with a set of synchronized poses generated by MCP-
TAM running on all cameras independently (i.e., sim-
ilar to PTAM), so that the world coordinate frame for
each camera is different. Results pertaining to this cal-
ibration method will be labeled as poseonly, whereas
those pertaining to our method will be labeled as
calibrator.

Both methods process the same video data offline,
which is generated with the aircraft manually trans-
lated and rotated in various directions in a lab envi-
ronment. The checkerboard used for initializing our
method is occasionally visible in each of the cameras.
To provide good initialization opportunities for the
independent MCPTAMs feeding data to the pose-only
method, the initial segments of all video sequences
are obtained by translating the cameras with mini-
mal rotation while keeping the checkerboard in view,
which allows the establishment of a baseline to trian-
gulate initial features. To provide the best data for the
pose-only method, we start processing poses once all
the cameras have built a complete and stable map of
the environment including resolving any metric loop
closures. By contrast, since our calibration method
processes all available data, no selection of a suitable
starting point is required.

Table 1 shows the results of the two calibration
methods, specifically the cameras’ relative positions
and orientations, the latter shown in quaternion for-
mat. As expected, the orientation components are
similar for both, whereas the position is different
by a scale factor since pose-only calibration cannot
estimate the true scale of the position vector.

If perfect data were available, both pose-only cal-
ibration and our method would produce the same
relative poses. Therefore, Table 1 merely represents
our best effort at calibration using these two meth-
ods, rather than any fundamental difference between
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Table 1 Poses generated by the two calibration algorithms calibrator and poseonly. The pose name convention is Tsource,target

Pose Position (x,y,z) Orientation (w,x,y,z)

(a) Output of calibrator

Tcam1,cam2 (0.495, 0.00145, -0.330) (0.821, -0.00238, 0.571, 0.00108)

Tcam1,cam3 (0.0400, -0.0118, -0.203) (0.568, -0.00455, -0.823, 0.00956)

Tcam1,cam4 (0.324, -0.0370, -0.179) (0.918, 0.268, 0.279, -0.0904)

(b) Output of poseonly

Tcam1,cam2 (0.555, -0.00324, -0.365) (0.818, -0.00202, 0.576, -0.000400)

Tcam1,cam3 (0.0430, -0.00855, -0.193) (0.570, -0.00428, -0.822, 0.00957)

Tcam1,cam4 (0.371, -0.0393, -0.175) (0.916, 0.268, 0.284, -0.0916)

them. However, our method greatly reduces the diffi-
culty of collecting a video sequence suitable for good
calibration because the set of acceptable rig motions
is a superset of the set of motions allowed with pose-
only calibration. With the latter, one has to ensure that
no camera undergoes a degenerate motion, such as sig-
nificant rotation with little translation, while the map
is being built. This is not trivial once there are multi-
ple cameras attached to a rigid body. With our method,
on the other hand, a camera is allowed to undergo
a critical motion if it is observing points previously
generated by other cameras, since tracking can con-
tinue without adding new points. On the other hand,
any motion that is trackable by the pose-only method
is also trackable by our method, since we are using
MCPTAM in both cases.

6.2 Calibration Evaluation

Given the same set of intrinsic camera parameters, a
better camera pose calibration should result in better
tracking and mapping. Therefore, the quality of the
calibrated poses in Table 1 is evaluated by using them
in MCPTAM and calculating the position and angu-
lar errors of the estimated pose during test flights.
Three types of flight are performed in the Aerospace
Mechatronics Laboratory under manual control of
the aircraft: hovering, flying a circle, and aggressive
random flight. A Vicon motion capture system, com-
prised of 6 cameras tracking a set of markers affixed
to the X8 vehicle, supplies the ground truth for the cal-
ibration experiments. As was done for performing the
calibrations, video data is recorded and then processed
by MCPTAM offline using the two sets of calibrated
poses.

MCPTAM places the origin of the world frame at
the center of the ground plane fitted to the initial set
of map points. Therefore, it is necessary to first align
the trajectories generated by MCPTAM and by Vicon
in the same world frame before computing errors.
Once again, we have a typical hand-eye calibration
problem which is solved as in [12]. When process-
ing poseonly trajectories, we initialize the hand-eye
calibration scale with the average ratio between the
calibrator pose positions and the poseonly pose posi-
tions, which is close enough to ensure convergence
in the nonlinear minimization. When processing the
calibrator trajectories, we initialize the scale to 1.0
rather than fixing it at 1.0, so that the total degrees of
freedom of both trajectory alignment problems are the
same. Figure 9 shows an example of the trajectories
after alignment.

For a given video sequence, the trajectory generated
by MCPTAM is dependent on the exact video frame
where processing is started, since it is used to define
the initial map. The initial map, in turn, defines where
future MKFs will be added and thus how both the
map and the tracked pose evolve over time. Knowing
this, we introduce noise into our trajectory evaluations
by starting MCPTAM at slightly different times dur-
ing the replay of the video sequences, which leads to
slightly different trajectories. We ran MCPTAM ten
times on the video from each flight type (hover, circle,
aggressive) using both calibration poses, and compare
the RMS values of the mean error (position and angu-
lar separately). Figure 10 shows the individual and
mean errors of one flight type, as well as the mean
errors of poseonly and calibrator for the three differ-
ent flight types. In each plot pair, the top plot shows
position error and the bottom plot shows orientation
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Fig. 9 Trajectories of
Vicon and MCPTAM from
the calibrator circle flight
test

Fig. 10 Position and angular results from the calibration eval-
uation showing a example of individual and mean errors from
a single flight type with one set of calibrated poses, and

comparison of mean errors between poseonly and calibrator for
b hover flight, c circle flight, d aggressive flight
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error. Table 2 summarizes the RMS values of the mean
errors.

Considering the results in Table 2, somewhat unin-
tuitively, the error magnitudes are larger for the sim-
ple hover test than the other two tests. However, it
must be considered that during the hover the aircraft
stays confined to a small flight volume, meaning that
fewer MKFs and map points are generated (∼3 MKFs,
∼600 map points for hover, ∼11 MKFs; ∼2400 map
points for others). With fewer points in use, individual
map point positions influence the computed tracker
pose to a larger degree. In the circle and aggressive
flights, not only are there more map points generated
but the measurements of these map points from the
MKFs occur from much larger baselines, leading to
more stable map point positions and thus lower track-
ing error. Nevertheless, for every type of flight, both
position and angular errors are reduced when using
calibrator over poseonly, suggesting that our calibra-
tion method produces superior results to the traditional
method.

7 Flight Experiments

It has already been demonstrated in [46] that the
pose obtained from PTAM (with a single camera) can
be used together with a Kalman filter to control a
small unmanned aerial vehicle. Therefore, we will not
explore the controllability issue with MCPTAM, but
rather focus on the advantages gained from the use
of more than one camera, and the range of options
that become possible with a multi-camera arrange-
ment. The aircraft and onboard computer used for
these experiments is the same as in Section 6.

Table 2 RMS errors of MCPTAM using poseonly and calibra-
tor poses

poseonly calibrator % Change

Hover Position (m) 0.0175 0.00723 −58.7

Hover Angular (rad) 0.00935 0.00439 −53.0

Circle Position (m) 0.0110 0.00639 −41.9

Circle Angular (rad) 0.00603 0.00452 −25.0

Aggressive Position (m) 0.00715 0.00556 −22.2

Aggressive Angular (rad) 0.00498 0.00397 −20.3

7.1 Flight Experiments Setup

As described in Section 4.8, the key advantages of
MCPTAM over other vision systems are:

1 Any number of rigidly connected cameras allowed
2 Ultra wide angle cameras supported
3 Asynchronous camera triggering allowed
4 Different camera/lens types can be used together

Therefore, our experiments are aimed at demonstrat-
ing how each of the above properties can be advanta-
geous when flying a small aerial vehicle in a realistic
mission in an urban environment.

All the experiments took place on an urban rooftop,
which features obstacles such as air exchangers and
a ladder, variable lighting, and wind (Fig. 11). The
test site was completely unprepared, meaning no arti-
ficial markers, textures or lights were added, nor
was anything that could hinder MCPTAM removed
(e.g., debris that blows around, making for a non-
static texture). In flight experiment 1, we demonstrate
the advantages and disadvantages of increasing the
number of cameras (and hence the FOV) used by
MCPTAM during landing and takeoff tasks. In flight
experiment 2, we compare the monocular performance
of MCPTAM using a narrow and wide FOV camera.
For flight experiment 3, we show how it is possi-
ble to increase the frame rate of tracking through
asynchronously triggering the cameras onboard the
aircraft. Finally, flight experiment 4 shows how it is
also possible to increase the frame rate of tracking by
reducing the resolution of one of the cameras. The last

Fig. 11 The urban rooftop site used for all the experiments
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Fig. 12 Configurations of the cameras for a experiment 1, b experiments 2 and 4, and c experiment 3. The optical axes of the cameras
are shown with large arrows

three experiments involve a flight around the rooftop
between one and two minutes in length without take-
offs or landings. We note that all flights were carried
out under manual control, flown by the first author of
this paper. The configurations of the cameras for all
the experiments are shown in Fig. 12.

Although the pose computations for the following
experiments are done offboard on a 1.73 GHz core i7
ground station laptop with 8 GB of RAM, they are
done in real-time, meaning the system is functioning
at the frame rate of the cameras. As already noted,
the achievable frame rate depends on the number of
cameras, their triggering sequence, and their pixel res-
olution; during the flight experiments reported in this
paper, the observed frame rates ranged from 7 to 22
FPS. It has been shown in [46] that PTAM can, with
a limited map size, operate fully onboard a small
UAV using an onboard computer identical to ours.
Preliminary experiments show that this is the case
with MCPTAM as well, achieving a 7 FPS tracking
rate when using two cameras, and 2 FPS when using
four cameras. It should be noted that newly released
embedded computers, like the Ascending Technolo-
gies Mastermind, have specifications comparable to
the ground station laptop used in the flight experi-
ments, meaning the results presented here could be
achieved fully onboard the vehicle using the latest
hardware.

7.2 Flight Experiment 1: Increasing the Number
of Cameras

The aircraft was outfitted with four cameras, two fac-
ing the ground at a separation of ∼54 cm (camera #1
and camera #2, 185◦ horizontal FOV) and two facing
forward at a separation of ∼18 cm, centered between

the first two (camera #3 and camera #4, 148◦ horizon-
tal FOV), shown in Fig. 12a. We recorded data from all
four cameras at their maximum possible frame rate of
7 FPS, and ran MCPTAM on the data in four groups:
only camera #1, cameras #1 and #2, cameras #1, #2
and #3, and all four together. The flight consisted of
∼100 seconds of flying around the roof, including
two landings and takeoffs partway through. The pur-
pose of the experiment is to demonstrate the behavior
of the system as the number of cameras changes. A
landing/takeoff scenario was selected because it is a
challenging problem for visual pose estimation sys-
tems due to the potential loss of tracking as the aircraft
nears the ground, thus demonstrating the advantages
of using a multi-camera arrangement.

Figure 13 shows the trajectories generated by
MCPTAM using the four camera groupings. Since
monocular pose estimates have an arbitrary scale, we
aligned the single camera trajectory to the others using
the same method as in Section 6.2. Figure 14 shows
the z-component of the trajectories in the vicinity
of the landing sites, making it easier to discern the
differences between the different trajectories.

Clearly, all four camera groupings do a good job of
pose estimation, as can be seen by the close alignment
of the trajectories. However, during the landings and
takeoffs partway through the flight, the behaviours of
the groups differ. When the aircraft is on the ground,
the two downward facing cameras #1 and #2 have a
very limited view, even with their large FOV. The for-
ward facing cameras #3 and #4, on the other hand,
potentially still have a good view suitable for tracking.

During the first landing at ∼28 seconds, x-, y- coor-
dinates ∼(0.9, 0.2), it can be seen that the two-camera
configuration has an error compared to the other con-
figurations, which is caused by a loss of tracking
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Fig. 13 Position
trajectories of flight
experiment 1 showing
results obtained by
processing the different
camera groups with
MCPTAM. The two landing
spots are marked with X

by the former as the aircraft nears the ground. Sur-
prisingly, the single camera configuration is able to
continue tracking in this particular landing, but why?
The reason is that a single camera configuration can
be more stable in tracking than a multi camera config-
uration if the errors introduced by additional cameras
(internal and external calibration parameters) are not
outweighed by the gain in FOV. In the case of cam-
eras #1 and #2, both face the same direction and both
have a large FOV, hence, there is little FOV gain from
adding camera #2 into the system.

During the second landing at ∼63 seconds, x-,
y-coordinates ∼(-5.0 -2.7), only the three and four
camera configurations are able to keep tracking while

the aircraft is on the ground. Figure 15 shows MCP-
TAM with four cameras at the second landing site,
where it is clear from the lack of distinctive visual fea-
tures in the downward facing cameras that at least one
forward facing camera is necessary to keep tracking
the aircraft pose while it is on the ground.

7.3 Flight Experiment 2: Wide vs Narrow FOV

We outfitted the aircraft with two cameras with very
different FOVs: camera #1 with a horizontal FOV of
185◦, and camera #2 with a horizontal FOV of 62◦,
with both cameras facing the ground and separated
by ∼54 cm (Fig. 12b) . The experiment consisted of

Fig. 14 Height plots of flight experiment 1 showing detail of
a first and b second landing site. The two-camera configura-
tion loses tracking during both landings, and resumes shortly
after takeoff. The one-camera configuration loses tracking only

during the second landing. Note that the sloped lines in the
graphs during these incidents do not represent drifts in the esti-
mates, rather, they simply connect the points where tracking was
lost to the points where tracking is regained
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Fig. 15 Screenshot of MCPTAM at the second landing site, showing poor tracking with virtually no points visible in cameras #1 and
#2 (top row), but good tracking with the forward facing cameras #3 and #4 (bottom row)

flying around the roof area for ∼100 seconds, first fly-
ing up to ∼3 meters and then slowly descending while
drifting around the x-, y-plane. The purpose of the
experiment is to compare the performance of cameras
with different FOVs operating in monocular mode. To
get the highest data throughput from each camera, they
were allowed to run independently of one another,
which resulted in a frame rate of 20 FPS for each.

Figure 16 shows the trajectories generated by
the two cameras. Alignment of the trajectories was
done as in Section 6.2. Since both trajectories were

generated from monocular data, the scale of the world
is not a true scale. It is clear that while the narrow FOV
camera is able to make pose estimates that are reason-
ably close to the wide FOV camera some of the time,
it suffers some serious problems, including numerous
tracking failures closer to the ground. The problem is
twofold: lack of visual features and the aperture prob-
lem. As already mentioned, the latter is the classic
observability problem which manifests as the inability
to differentiate different types of motion when looking
through a narrow field of view [30]. In the case of pose

Fig. 16 Flight trajectories
from monocular MCPTAM
using camera #1 with wide
FOV and camera #2 with
narrow FOV
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estimation, certain small rotations and translations can
appear very similar, leading to incorrect tracking.

This problem becomes very apparent during
monocular map initialization, where a small number
of visual features are used for estimating the relative
pose between the first two keyframes. With the nar-
row FOV camera, map initialization was extremely
error-prone, and the results shown in Fig. 16 were
our best efforts at initializing the system. In almost
all attempts, the system failed either during initial-
ization or became lost immediately after, indicating
that the initial keyframe poses computed from the fea-
ture matches were wrong. On the other hand, the wide
FOV camera initialized its map correctly in all cases
where frame-to-frame feature tracking did not fail and
there was a sufficient baseline between the initial two
keyframes. Figure 17 shows another interpretation of
the experiment, where the difference between narrow
and wide FOV solutions is quantified in terms of rel-
ative position and angular errors. One can observe a
small persistent error between the narrow and wide
FOV camera positions and orientations in the first half
of the flight. During the latter parts of the flight, when
the aircraft is closer to the ground, the errors spike
when tracking is lost by the narrow FOV solution.

7.4 Flight Experiment 3: Asynchronous Triggering

The aircraft was equipped with three cameras: cam-
eras #1 and #2 with a horizontal FOV of 185◦ sepa-
rated by ∼54 cm, and camera #3 with a horizontal FOV
of 148◦ located between the first two. All three cam-
eras were facing the ground, but at slightly different
angles (Fig. 12c). The experiment consisted of flying

around the roof for ∼60 seconds, without any landings.
The purpose of this experiment is to show the possible
increase in frame rate when some cameras are trig-
gered asynchronously, which could, depending on the
scene, lead to better tracking [18].

Two flights were performed, one with asyn-
chronous and one with synchronous triggering, since
changing the trigger sequence is not an effect that can
be applied to a previously captured data set. For the
asynchronous data, cameras #1 and #2 are triggered
together and camera #3 is triggered separately, with
the trigger signal to the two camera groups alternating.
For the synchronous data, all cameras are triggered
together. Since there are two separate flights, it is not
possible to compare the flight paths directly to see the
effect of asynchronous triggering on tracking perfor-
mance. Instead we compare the frame rate over the
duration of each flight for both synchronous and asyn-
chronous tracking. In addition, we process the data
from the asynchronous flight by considering cameras
#1 and #2 only in order to compare the effect of adding
the asynchronously triggered camera #3.

Figure 18 shows the frame rates of the two trigger-
ing methods during their respective tracking phases.
Note that for the asynchronous triggering method,
this does not represent the frame rate of any one
camera, but rather the cumulative rate at which MCP-
TAM receives data from both camera groups. The
synchronous triggering has a lower frame rate, as
expected, but is more stable. The asynchronous trig-
gering has a much higher frame rate (average 22 FPS
vs 8 FPS) but it is less stable due to two factors.
First, the timing of the trigger signal between sub-
sequent camera groups is achieved in software, and

Fig. 17 Errors of narrow
FOV trajectory against the
wide FOV trajectory.
Tracking is lost by the
narrow FOV solution at ∼59
and ∼80 seconds, and from
∼84 seconds onwards
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Fig. 18 Tracking frame
rates of the synchronous
and asynchronous camera
groups during experiment 3

therefore it will have some variance. Second, since
camera #3 was in a trigger group of its own, it was
triggered using a software signal as opposed to the
hardware signal used when triggering cameras #1 and

#2 together, which introduces further timing variabil-
ity in the present results. The latter factor could be
remedied by setting up a hardware trigger for camera
small#3 as well, reducing the variability in frame rate.

Fig. 19 Trajectories from
the asynchronous flight of
experiment 3 comparing the
result of processing all three
cameras (blue solid) and
just cameras #1 and #2 (red
dashed). The three-camera
group displays a clear
“hopping” to/from the
two-camera path as
different camera groups are
used to estimate the pose at
any given time
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Figure 19 shows the trajectories obtained by pro-
cessing the asynchronously triggered camera data,
first using all three cameras and then just cameras #1
and #2. There is a good overall alignment between
the two trajectories, but also some noticeable differ-
ences. Most notably, as can be seen from a zoom in
near halfway through the flight, the trajectory from
all three cameras shows a clear “hopping” to/from
the two-camera path as different camera groups are
used to estimate the aircraft’s pose at any given time.
This arises due to the intrinsic and extrinsic calibration
errors of the various cameras, and could be improved
but not eliminated with better calibration. To make the
asynchronous pose estimates more useful, one should
process them with a filter, possibly using other aircraft
sensors such as the IMU, in order to smooth out the
trajectory.

7.5 Flight Experiment 4: Different Camera Types

We have already indirectly shown in the previous
experiments that cameras with different lens types can
be used together in MCPTAM. In this experiment,
however, we will show that one can use cameras with
different resolutions as well, for the purpose of speed-
ing up the tracking frame rate. Since each camera in a
multi-camera rig is handled independently (i.e., with-
out relying on the stereo effect) and all computations
are done on raw images rather than dewarped or rec-
tified images, there is no additional logic required to
handle cameras with different resolutions.

The aircraft was equipped with cameras #1 and
#2, both with a horizontal FOV of 185◦, facing
downwards, and separated by a distance of ∼54 cm
(Fig. 12b). The experiment consisted of flying around

the roof for approximately one minute with no land-
ings. Two flights were performed, one with camera
#2 at full resolution and one with camera #2 at a 1/2
binned resolution. The frame rates for the two flights
as well as trajectories generated by processing the sec-
ond flight using both cameras as well as just camera
#1 are shown in Figs. 20 and 21 respectively.

Referring to Fig. 20, the frame rate for the binned
image flight is consistently higher than the full res-
olution flight, as expected. The average frame rate
for the full resolution flight is 10.5 FPS, whereas for
the binned image flight it is 12.8 FPS, an increase of
22 %. Figure 21 shows the two trajectories generated
from the binned image flight, which were aligned as
Section 6.2. The good agreement between the trajecto-
ries indicates that using the reduced resolution image
from camera #2 has no adverse effect on the pose esti-
mation, but it does have the benefit of fixing the world
scale at the true value, which is not obtainable with a
single camera.

8 Discussion

A discussion of the number of cameras and their
configuration is given in this section, summarizing
our extensive experience with MCPTAM operated in
many different environments; we also point out the
limitations of the algorithm.

8.1 Camera Configurations

The results from the flight experiments show the per-
formance of different camera configurations, which
naturally leads to the question: is there an optimal

Fig. 20 Two-camera
tracking frame rates during
experiment 4 for the full
resolution flight (red
dashed) and the binned
flight (blue solid)
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Fig. 21 Trajectories from
the binned image flight of
experiment 4 comparing the
result of processing both
cameras (blue solid) and
just camera #1 (red dashed)

configuration of cameras that works best for a small
UAV? While we cannot give a quantitative answer to
this question, our experience with using MCPTAM in
a variety of environments gives us qualitative insights
into optimal camera configurations and operation.

For all cases we have encountered, it is beneficial to
increase the tracking frame rate as much as possible.
In environments dense with visual features, binning
all the cameras has little effect on tracking quality
but a large effect on frame rate. The use of asyn-
chronous triggering can also be used to increase the
overall system frame rate, albeit at the cost of having
a non-smooth pose estimate, as shown in Section 7.4.

Finding a good physical arrangement of the cam-
eras is very much dependent on the environment and
type of flying one intends to carry out, especially if
they include difficult maneuvers like takeoffs, land-
ings, or flying in confined spaces. In general, it is
recommended to have two cameras facing the ground,
as that will typically be the closest point in the envi-
ronment for many outdoors flights. If autonomous
takeoff is desired, then the two cameras should be
close enough together that MCPTAM can be initial-
ized with points on the ground underneath the air-
craft. However, having a very short baseline between
the cameras severely limits their usefulness at fixing
world scale once the aircraft is flying at a higher alti-
tude, so a third downward facing camera can be added
with a larger baseline to help in these situations.

If the aircraft will be flying close to any above-
ground structures, it is strongly recommended to have
one or more outwards facing cameras with as large
a FOV as possible, as they will greatly help with

tracking when flying close to the ground. Man-made
structures in particular offer excellent visual features
to track, while the ground texture of either natural
or man-made surfaces can be repetitive and diffi-
cult to track from a close range, as demonstrated in
Section 7.2.

Given this insight, and without knowledge of the
type of environment or flight that will be performed,
a recommendation for a general camera configuration
would be as follows: three downward facing cam-
eras (one short baseline pair and one large baseline
pair), and as many outward facing cameras as pos-
sible. There needs to be FOV overlap between the
downward facing cameras, but no overlap is necessary
between any of the outward facing cameras and the
ground cameras. Binning should be as high as possible
on all the cameras, as long as MCPTAM is producing
poses correctly.

8.2 Limitations

Although MCPTAM performs very well in many envi-
ronments, it is hampered in certain outdoor settings
such as forests and barren fields. This issue stems
from a very general problem in computer vision, that
of visual feature descriptors. Most approaches to cre-
ating descriptors, including the patch-based approach
employed by MCPTAM’s frontend, make the assump-
tion that the area surrounding a visual feature is locally
planar and belongs to a single object. In natural scenes,
this assumption is often violated, as visual features
can appear at the intersection of small 3D elements
like branches, leaves and grass blades. Since the area
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surrounding the feature is not planar, nor does it
belong to a single object, when the viewpoint changes
the descriptor of the point might change dramatically,
making feature matching impossible.

On the backend, MCPTAM is limited by its abil-
ity to handle loop closures and large maps. Currently,
only metric loop closures are possible, meaning that
the map points have to be close enough to their
correct locations that the loop is closed through nor-
mal measurement means. Loops with large drifts are
typically closed by recognizing previously visited
places through visual means, such as the bag-of-words
method [3]. Bundle adjustment speed currently suf-
fers when maps grow too large, since there are only
two levels of optimization that are carried out: a local
adjustment around the latest MKF to be added, and
a global adjustment. Large maps can be better han-
dled by optimizing the incremental map updates, as
is done with the SAM approach of [9], by splitting
the map into hierarchies [17], or applying a dou-
ble window approach similar to our current method,
but with “soft” boundary constraints that help with
convergence [41].

9 Conclusion

In this work, we showed that the successful PTAM
pose estimation framework can be significantly
improved by integrating concepts from multi-camera
motion estimation theory, leading to a system that is
flexible in camera configuration and capable of solv-
ing challenging pose estimation scenarios. By allow-
ing multiple ultra-wide angle cameras to be used in
the SLAM frontend, the quality of both pose estimates
and map point measurements increases. Specifically,
the aperture problem is eliminated, making the full
system state observable, and the probability of seeing
well-textured parts of the environment increases, lead-
ing to more correct map points being generated. With
these improvements, the bundle adjuster backend is
given better data, leading to a more accurate optimized
map and better pose tracking.

The novel camera pose calibration routine devel-
oped in this work allows MCPTAM to be used with
cameras with minimal or non-overlapping FOV. It
requires only a visual pattern from which camera
pose can be extracted, such as the checkerboard pat-
tern commonly used for intrinsic calibration. After

the appropriate initialization steps, the relative pose
solutions are obtained by formulating the problem in
terms of pose chains and solving the resulting pose
graph.

We presented results from MCPTAM, implemented
on a small unmanned aerial vehicle, under a variety
of scenarios selected to showcase its capabilities. Our
flight experiments were performed on an unprepared
urban roof in natural daylight conditions, yet, these are
a small sampling of the types of challenges MCPTAM
is capable of handling. Mission-specific knowledge
about the environment can be exploited when posi-
tioning cameras so that the final system is robust, as
discussed in Section 8.1.

Given the theoretical advantages multi-camera sys-
tems enjoy in visual pose estimation, it is logical
to use them to solve challenging SLAM problems
onboard small UAVs that operate in unstructured envi-
ronments. There will no doubt be an increase in the
number and types of these systems not only as com-
puting power increases to handle multiple camera data
streams and cameras are further miniaturized, but also
as the full advantages of multi-camera systems are
understood and exploited. For example, the compound
eyes of insects provide for superior motion estima-
tion compared to traditional camera-type eyes, making
their use on small aerial vehicles in the future virtually
guaranteed. Our work on MCPTAM has been a step in
this direction.

Future work on MCPTAM will address all
the issues identified in Section 8.2. Specifically,
appearance-based loop closure will be implemented
using one of several well-known approaches, and the
double window method of [41] will be directly inte-
grated since it was developed to be used with g2o.
To address the visual feature issue, we will be focus-
ing on eliminating bad features by identifying texture
regions that are unlikely to produce good features,
and masking them out of all operations. In addi-
tion, we are currently working on enabling the use
of cameras with completely non-overlapping fields of
view while maintaining correct map scale, which will
help increase the effective FOV of our system even
further.
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